A Letter to the Abnormal

-For anyone who is obsessed with abnormal sexuality,
such as psychotic S & M and lust murder-

Jun Togo
Dear you;

Are you raising a radical delusion alone?
Let me read your mind. Your current favorite delusion is more radical than 1 year ago. And it should have more reality, doesn’t it?
Your delusion is growing up every day to erode your reality, which makes you embarrassed and depressed to think that you are not normal. Have you been to the mental hospital yet? Or have you already given up resisting your situation and started believing that you are not human but a devil?
Let me ask you again. While the real world is getting thinner, your delusion is getting more radical and realistic. Do you know why? I am afraid that you have only got confused about what is real and what is your delusion.

Oh, I see. You think like the above. But there are reasons for your delusion to become more radical and genuine, and at the same time your reality is fading away. If you are interested in these reasons, I will let you know. But I need your help to do so. Could you assist me a little bit, please?

Those who can assist me, please go to the next page.
Thank you for your cooperation. At first, I will let you know why your delusion tends to get so radical. For the purpose, I need to ask you to **get rid of your limitation** and throw away all of your rational thoughts. Then I want to ask you to create the most radical, worst and exciting delusion that you can imagine.

Please be aware that I am not saying to actually carry out your delusion. All I am saying is that for you to only use your imagination.

It is just an imagination so that there is no need for you to hesitate. Please ignore things like feasibility, the morality and the rational thoughts, but create the most extreme and outrageous fantasy. It should be the ultimate delusion that is most radical and exciting for you.

Now have you made it?
It seems you’ve done it. If so, please repeat your newly created delusion in your mind and enjoy thoroughly. **The period is one week.** What I need to ask you is that the delusion you enjoy during this period must be exactly the same one. **Don’t change any of its details,** please.

Now I will see you in one week.

---

From here, please read it after 1 week.
Have you kept imagining the same delusion for over a week? Thank you. Let me read your mind again.

# A delusion that is more exciting has emerged in your mind during the one week period.

I know, I am correct, am I not?

# The delusion that you have kept imagining for the week does not excite you anymore very much.

You see? I am right.

Now please recall how it was one week ago. The delusion you created was the most radical and outrageous one but it does not excite you anymore. It is not because of the lack of radicalness or wickedness.

Then do you know the reason why?
The answer is easy. You have just got **bored** with the delusion.

Ah, I am bored.

For example, if you keep reading the same comics, you will be bored, no matter how exciting the comics are. A delusion is the same. You seem very normal, at least regarding this matter. That is the reason why your fantasy tends to change radically.

You see? Wasn’t it unexpectedly easy?
What comes next explains the reason why the reality becomes thinner every day while your delusion becomes more genuine, which makes you totally confused.

It is because if your delusion was not realistic, it could not serve you.
Let me explain. The delusion is your pastime, your healing, your friend, your partner and your love! If it was not realistic, you would feel empty, that is intolerable, isn’t it?

At first, you wanted to escape from the coldness and the darkness of the real society and created a dear delusion. However, the reality around you ruthlessly moves regardless of your delusion. The human beings who live in the real society do not know at all how important your delusion is. On the contrary, they always try to force you to realize that your delusion is a mere delusion.
In other words, the reality is an enemy of your delusion! If you accept such a reality as genuine, your favorite delusion, that is, your lover whom you raised with much effort, **your only important lover**, will be broken!

This is why you deny the reality for the sake of your delusion that is your lover whom you cherish the most. You serve your lover even at the risk of your life by enhancing his/her reality. Whenever you deny the reality of the real world, it loses the sense of reality, of course. Accordingly, your delusion raises the sense of reality.
Do you understand?
It is you who make the delusion to be genuine and make the reality to fade away.

It is a lie that she does not love me!
The reality is that she wants to make me angry and to be killed!
By the way, have you already begun to carry out your delusion little by little in the real world?

Well, the girl of the delusion actually exists in you. She keeps whispering sweetly to you.

I love you.
I don’t mind to be killed by you, only by you.

Now let me read your mind again.
Even if you carried out your delusion in the real world, you were actually excited only for an instant. Then in the end, you still crave for love.

How’s my mind reading?  When you carried out your delusion, you thought that something was wrong immediately. There might be an instant excitement for you, of course. But soon after that, you lost the excitement because something went wrong. Then you felt even more empty and vain than before. Perhaps you may think that you can do it better the next time, don’t you?  You just failed a little bit at that time. The next time, you believe that you would certainly get the highest pleasure.
You may dream of the next success and continue carrying out your delusion many times. You would not lose the pleasure next time. You would keep the excitement till the last. The next time, you would be successful.

Unfortunately, you won’t be able to be successful forever.
The reason is, it is only your imagination that she (he) wants to be killed (or to be done something) by you!
Can you see the darkness there? I am talking about the place where you stay.

It is an absolute loneliness and a starvation to love. This place is hell. It is difficult to stay there so as to go mad. That is why you have been desperate and struggling to escape from there.

You cannot escape like that, because you are not heading to the right exit.
You want to find the exit, don’t you? If so, I will let you know how to find the exit. This is my last story, so please listen to me carefully. Look, your delusion that you love is shining like the sun, isn’t it? You have spent tremendous efforts to love her and make her shine as much as you can.

But you cannot see the stars in front of the sun. True?

Unless you make it darker, you cannot see the real exit. That is why;
See the darkness!
Cry in the overwhelming loneliness!
Exclaim for your extreme thirst of love!
Then you will start to see the exit!
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